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Abstract 

In this paper a method for the exact decomposition of processes is presented. This 
method is applicable to processes with particular state diagrams consistiIlg of two 
ore more partial state spaces, where adjacent partial state spaces are connected by 
only one state, respectively. 

Furthermore, an explicit solution is derived f.or a class of so-called multi-cyclic pro
cesses where the state diagram m contains several loops. This exact calculation 
method is also applicable to cascaded systems. With the aid of the decomposition 
method presented, the method is extended to composed systems. 

1. Introduction 

For a decomposition of processes, there are several well
known methods [1,2] which enable an approximate cal
culation. For special cases [3,4], a further type of a 
decomposition is possible which enables an exact calcu
lation. A generic type of such an exact decomposition 
method is presented in this paper. 

In [3], a solution has been derived for so called cyclic 
processes, the state diagrams of which contain only one 
closed loop. In the present paper, an explicit solution is 
presented for a class of so-called multi-cyclic processes, 
i.e., processes where the state diagram contains several 
loops. The method is also valid for cascaded systems. 
In the calculation of such systems, the application of 
the exact decomposition method mentioned above may 
be advantageous. 

2. Exact decomposition of state dia-
grams 

2.1 General remarks 

In section 2, a method for the exact decomposition of 
processes with particular state diagrams is presented. 

In this method, so-called unnormalized state proba
bilities (Le., state probabilities multiplied by an arbi
trary constant factor k) are applied. Thus, the fol
lowing equation holds true for the unnormalized state 

probability 9i corresponding to the (normalized) state 
probability Pi of an arbitrary state i 

9i = kPi (.1) 

It is evident that all state equations (as they are lineear 
and homogeneous), except the normalizing condition, 
are also fulfilled by unnormalized state probabilities. 
This fact is utilized in the method described. 

It is well known that, in addition to (ordinary) state 
equations, it is also possible to use generalized (or, 
global) state equations [3,4] which are also suitable in 
the present investigations. 

2.2 Decompositon method 

. The decomposition method presented is applicable 
to stationary systems with particular state diagrams 
which can be sonsidered to consist of two parts (sub
spaces) SI and S2 which are only connected by one 
common state denoted as connecting state c, as in
dicated schematically in fig. 1. The state diagram 
of such systems can be decomposed into two seperate 
subspaces SI ans S2, each containing the state c, as 
shown in figs. 2a.,b. The unnormalized state probabili
ties of these two subspaces SI and S2 can be calculated 
sepa.rately. Then the state probabilities of the original 
system can be obtained with the aid of the normalizillg 
condition. In more detail, the decomposition method 
can be described as follows. 
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In a first step, the unnormalized state probabilities 
(with an arbitrary constant k) of the state space SI 
(as indicated in fig. 2a) are calculated seperately, in
cluding the value ge for the connecting state c. Then 
in a second step the unnormalized state probabilities of 
the state space S2 (as indicated in fig 2b) are calculated 
seperately, where the value ge is already known. Now 
all unnormalized state probabilities 9i are known. The 
actual (normalized) state probabilities Pi of all states 
i of the original state diagram ( as shown in fig. 1) 
can now be talculated by means for the normalizing 
condition which in this caase leads to the equation 

9i 
Pi=~' 

L.J 9i 
i 

(2) 

where the summation comprises all states i of the orig
inal system. 

The validity of this method can be proved easily with 
the aid of the following consideration. When the un
normalized state probabilities of the subspace SI are 
calculated, the same state equations as in the original 
system (shown in fig. 1) are used, except in case of the 
connecting state c. It can however, easily be seen that 
the state equation used for the state c (referring to the 
state diagram shown in fig. 2a) is identical to the gener
alized state equation [3,4] obtained for the subspace S2 
in the original state diagram (shown in fig. 1). Thus, 
the unnormalized state probabilities of the subspace SI 
are calculated correctly, as they are calculated from a 
correct set of equations. These arguments apply analo
gously to the seperate calculation of the unnormalized 
state probabilities of the subspace S2. This proves the 
general validity of the decomposition method presented 
above. 

It should be pointed out that the described decompo
sition method yields exact values of the state probabil
ities, and that is leads to explicit formulae for the state 
probabilities of the original system, if explicit formulae 
for the separate calculation of the state probabilities of 
the subspaces SI and S2 are existing. 

The application of this decomposition method can lead 
to remarkable simplifications. 

2.3 Extended decomposition method 

The decomposition method can also be extended to 
state diagrams with several subspaces, as indicated in 
fig. 3, where the subspaces are arranged in the form of 
a star (fig. 3.a),achain(fig. 3b) or a tree (fig. 3c). It is 
important that closed loops in such state diagrams are 
only admissible within subspaces, and that neighbour
ing subspaces are always connected by one connecting 
state only. . 

Fig. 1: State diagram 

a) 
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b) 
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S2 

Fig. 2: Decomposed st'ate diagram 

c) 

Fig. 3: Extended decomposition method 

The unnormalized state probabilities are calculated 
seperately for each subspace, in analogy to the man
ner described in section 2.2 for systems with only 2 
subspaces. Then the actual (normalized) state proba
bilities are calculated according to equation (2), where 
the summation comprises all states of the original sys
tem. Examples for the application of this extended 
decomposition method will be given below. 



3. Calculation of multi-cyclic processes 

3.1 Ordinary multi-cyclic processes 

3.1.1. System configuration 

In a previous paper [3] cyclic processes have been inves
tigated, i.e., processes where the state diagram has the 
form of a circle. In the sequel, exact formulae for the 
calculation of so-called multi-cyclic processes are pre
sented. Simple examples of such multi-cyclic processes 
are shown schematically in fig. 4. 

Fig. 4: M ulti-cycJic processes 

3.1.2 State equations 

A general state diagram for ordinary multi-cyclic pro
cesses is shown in fig. 5. The states 0 and N with the 
probabilities Po and PN, respectively, are connected by 
I chains of states, the chain No. i (i = 1 ... 1) consist
ing of the states i, Xi with the probabilities Pi,xj (Xi = 
1 ... ni, where ni is the number of states in chain No. 
i). The equations stated subsequently are valid for all 
values of i. Between individual states, only the transi
tions indicated in fig. 5 are admissible. 

The probability densities be denoted as ai,xj (i = 
1 ... 1, Xi = O ... ni), bi,x (i = l ... I,xi = l ... ni) 
and bi,N (i = 1 ... I). For reasons of simplicity, the 
values bi,N are also denoted as bi ,nj+1 

bi,N = bi,ni+1 • (3) 

The formulae derived in sections 3.1 and 3.2 are valid 
for systems where all values ai,xj and bi,xj are differ
ent from zero. Systems where some of these transition 
probability densities may be equal to zero are con
sidered in section 3.3. It is suitable to consider the 
state probabilities in relation to the value Po, Le., un
normalized state probabilities 9i,xj (i = 1 ... I, Xi = 
1 ... nil, 90 and 9N according to the equations 

.Pi,Xj -- = gi x · , Po ' I 

(4a) 

Pi,Xj = 9i,Xi • Po , 
PN 
-=9N, 
Po 
PN = 9N' Po , 

Po = 90' Po , 

where, of course, in the present consideration 

90 = 1 . 
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( 4b) 

( 4c) 

(4d) 
(.:ie) 

(41) 

For a subspace Sa (as indicated in fig.5) comprising the 
states i, 1; 1,2; ... ; i, Xi - 1 the following generalized 
state equation is obtained [3,4] 

ai,Xj-lPi,Xj-l + b i ,IPi,1 - bi,xjPi,xj - ai,OPO = O. (5) 

For a subspace comprising the states i, 1, ... , i, ni the 
following generalized state equation is obtained 

ai,njPi,nj + bi ,IPi,l - b i ,nj+lPN - ai,OPO = 0 . (6) 

For the state 0, the following equation holds true 

L bi ,IPi ,l - Po L ai,O = 0 . (7) 

Furthermore, the normalizing condition is obtained in 
the form 

I nj 

Po + PN + L L Pi,xj = 1 . (8) 
i=1 Xj=1 

3.1.3 Calculation of the state probabilities 

With the abbreviations 

_ ai,xj ( ) 
Ci,xj - -b-' -- , Xi = 0 ... ni , 9 

I,Xj+l 

lIi = bi,19i,1 - ai,O , (10) 

the following equations are obtained from equations 
(4a-d), (5),(6) and (7) 

1 
9i,xj = Ci,xj-19i ,xj-l + -;;:-IIi , 

1,X', 

(ll) 

1 
9N = ci,n j9i,nj + -b.--Hi , (12) 

I,nj+l 

I 1 

L bj,lgj,l - L ai,O = 0 . (13) 
i=1 i=1 

If the values 9i,t and Hi are known, the remaining val
ues 9i,Xj and the value 9N can be calcuJatcd succes
sively according to the equations (11) and (12). There-
fore it is suitable to define values Ai,xj, B;,x" Ai,N and 
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Fig. 5: Ordinary multi-cyclic process 

Bi,N, (i = 1. . . 1, Xi = 1. .. ni) in such a way, that the 
following equations hold true 

(14) 

where 

and 

A i ,1 = 1, 

Bi,1 = 0, 

(15a) 

(15a) 

gN = Ai,Ngi,1 + Bi,NHi • (16) 

After inserting equation (14) in equation (11) and equa
tion (16) in equation (12), a comparison of the coeffi
cients of the values gi,1 and Hi in the obtained equa
tions leads to the recursion formulae 

Ai,z; = Ci,z;-IAi,z;-1 , Xi = 2 ..• ni, (17a) 
1 

Bi,z; = Ci,z;-IBi,z;-1 + -;;:- , Xi = 2 ... ni, (17b) 
_,Z; 

Ai,N = Ci,n; Ai,n; , 

1 
Bi,N = ci,n;Bi,n; + -b.--' 

_,ni+l 

(18a) 

(18b) 

Starting from the values A i ,1 and Bi,1 according to 
equations (15a,b), the remaining values Ai,z; and Bi,Zi 

can be calculated recursively according to equations 
(17a,b). Then the values Ai,N and Bi,N are ob
tained according to equations (18a,b). Now the values 

Ai,Zi' Bi,z;, Ai,N and Bi,N are known according to the 
recursive method described above. 

An explicit solution has also been derived. Aiming at 
a formulae for a state i, z (i,e., a state with Xi = z), it 
is suitable to multiply equation (11) by the product 

z-1 

IT Ci,u' 
U=Zi 

After summing up the obtained equations for Xi 

2 ... z, and replacing Xi by v and z by Xi, a comparison 
of the coefficients of gi,1 and Hi leads (after rearrange
ment of terms) to the following explicit solutions for 
the values Ai,:!:; and Bi,:!:; 

:!:;-1 

Ai,:!:; = IT Ci,u , Xi = 1 . .. ni , (19a) 
u=1 

:!:; 1 :!:;-1 

B i ,:!:; = L ~ IT Ci,u , Xi = 1 ... ni, (1gb) 
v=2 _,v u=v 

Theses equations hold true for Xi = 1 .. . ni, as they are 
also in agreement with equations (15a,b). 

From equations (18a,b), the following formulae are ob
tained with the aid of equations (19a,b) 

ni 

Ai,N = IT Ci,u , 

u=1 

n.+l 1 ni 

Bi,N = L ~ IT Ci,u • 
v=2 _,v u=v 

(20a) 

(20b) 
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--• ------~ .. 
1,1 of" (1,1)' O~O ... 0 (I,nl)' 

I/:'r:; - ;-It{''j,O :. ~N' 
o 0.. • 0 · .. . 0 .. • 0 ... 0.··· 

\,\i.liLi'l __ ~I,mi~'j,~: (P)' ... 1/"mi+1 
I,lO~ (J,l)'O~ 0 (J,DJ)' 
~ Sb ......... 0 ... 

o 
1,2 •• 

• -- ---
Fig. 6: Cascaded multi-cyclic process 

The formulae (19a,b) and (20a,b) represent an explicit 
solution for all values Ai,x;, Bi,x;, Ai,N and Bi,N' 

Inserting equation (10) in equation (16) yields after 
rearrangement of terms) 

Then inserting equation (21) in equation (13) leads to 
an equation for 9N which can be written in the follow
ing form 

(22) 

After calculating the values gi,l and Hi according the 
equations (21) and (10), the remaining values gi,x; for 
Xi = 2 ... ni can be obtained according to equation 
(14). 

Now the state probability Po can be calculated with the 
aid ofthe normalizing condition (8). From equations(8) 
and (4b,d) follows 

Po=--------I n; 
(23) 

1 + gN + E E 9i,x; 
;=1 x;=1 

The values Pi,x; and PN are then obtained according 
to equations (4b,d). Now all state probabilities are 
known. The formulae (4b,d), (8), (10), (14), (19a,b), 
(20a,b), (22) and (23) represent an explicit solution for 
the state probabilities. 

A solution for systems where one or several values bi,x; 
are vanishing, and considerations concerning questions 
of irreducibility will be discussed later (section 3.3). 

3.2 Cascaded multi-cyclic processes 

3.2.1 System configuration 

An example of a cascaded multi-cyclic process is shown 
in fig. 6. Basically, the state diagram of such a system 
consists of an ordinary multi-cyclic system (which will 
subsequently be denoted as external system), where, 
however, the states i, mi and i, mi + 1 are connected 
by several chains instead of direct transitions. These 
chains (including the states i, mi and i, mi + 1) will be 
referred to as internal multi-cyclic system. The states 
i, mi and i, mi + 1 of the external system will also be 
referred to as states 0' and N'of the internal system, 
respecti vely. 

The notatation of states, state probabilities, transition 
probability densities etc. of the external system are 
identical to those of an ordenary multi-cyclic system 
according to fig. 5 as described in section 3.1. Analo
gously, in the internal system the states of a chain No. 
j (j = 1 .. . J) be denoted as (j,Xj)' for Xj = 1. . . nj). 
The states 0' and N' have already been mentioned men
tioned above. The corresponding state probabilities be 
denoted as Pj,Xj' ph and PN' and the transition proba
bility densities as aj,Xj (i' = 1 ... J, X j = 0 ... nj) and 

bj,xj (j = 1 .. . J, Xj = 1 .. . nj + 1) where 

bj,nj+l = bj,N . (24) 

This relation as well as all subsequent equations are 
valid for all values of j. U nnormalized state probabil
ities with respect to the state probability Po (of the 
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external system.) are obtained according to the follow
ing equations 

PJ,Xj , 
~ = 9j,xj 

PJ,Xj = P09j,xj , 

pfwlPo = 9'rv , 
Pfw = P09'rv , 

p~/Po = 9b , 
p~ = Po9b • 

3.2.2 State equations 

(25a) 

(25b) 

(25c) 

(25d) 

(25e) 

(25f) 

For the external system, the state equations (5),(6) and 
(7) or (11),(12) and (13), respectively, hold true, except 
for the states i, mi and i, mi + 1. Taking into account 
equations (25a,c,e) and using the abbreviations 

aJ,Xj 
cJ,Xj = -b-' -- , Xj = 0 ... nj , (26) 

"Xj+l 

Hj = bJ,19j,l - aJ,09b (27) 

the following state equations are obtained for the in
ternal system in analogy to equations (11) and (12) 

, _, , + 1 H' 
9j,xj - Cj,xj-19j,xj-1 ~ j 

"Xj 
(28) 

, , , + 1 H' 
9N = Cj,nj9j,nj -b'-. -- j' 

"nj+1 
(29) 

For the subspace Sb indicated in fig. 6, the following 
state equation is obtained in analogy to equation (13), 
if equations (4a), (25a,c), and (10) are regarded 

J J 

L bJ,19i,l = 9b L al,O + Hi . (30) 
j=l j=l 

The normalizing condition in this case has the form 

I nj J nj 

Po + PN + L L Pi,Xi L L Pl,xj = 1 . (31) 
i=l xi=l j=l xj=l 

3.2.3 Calculation of the state probabilities 

It is suitable to define values AJ,xj and Bi,xj (Xj = 
1 ... nj) as well as Aj,N and Bj,N such, that the fol
lowing equations are fulfilled 

, A' I +B' H' 9j,xj = j,x j9j,l j,Xj j' (32) 

(33) 

Then in analogy the equations (15a,b), (17a,b), 
(18a,b), (19a,b) and (20a,b) the following equations are 
obtained 

Al,l = 1, 

Bi,o = 0, 

A,'. x . = c,'. x . -1 A'" x . -1' X j = 2 ... n j , J , J , , 

(34a) 

(34b) 

(35a) 

, , , 1 ( ) 
Bj,xj = Cj,xj-1 B j,xj-1 + V-' Xj = 2 .. . n;, 35b 

j,Xj 

Al,N = cJ,nj AJ,nj , 

, " 1 
.Bj,N = cj,njBj,nj + -b

'
--' 
j,nj+l 

Xj-1 

AJ,xj = IT cl,u , Xj = 1 .. . nj, 
u=l 

Xj 1 Xj-l 

Bi,xj = L V IT cJ,u , Xj = 1 .. . n;, 
11=2 ,,11 U=lI 

nj 

A"N = IT c'· " "U u=l 

nj+l 1 nj 

Bi,N = L V IT cJ,u . 
11=2 ,,11 U=lI 

(36a) 

(36b) 

(37a) 

(37b) 

(38a) 

(38b) 

The equations (37a,b) and (38a,b) represent explicit 
formulae for the values AJ,xj' Bj,xj (Xj = 1 .. . nj), 

AJ,N and Bi,N' 

In analogy to equation (21) the following equation is 
obtained 

where 

and 

, 1, Dj I 

9j,l = C,.9N + C~ 90 , , , 

Cj = AJ,N + Bj,NbJ,l 

(39) 

(40a) 

(40b) 

Inserting equation (39) in equation (30) yields (after 
rearangemen t of terms) 

where 

and 

9'N = E'9b + Ft Hi 

J A' , 
,,~ 
L..J C'. 

E' = j=l J 

J b' 
".:.L.!. L..J C~ 
j=1 1 

F'= __ 1_ 
J b' 

E# 
j=1 J 

( 41) 

(42a) 

(42b) 

Due to the different notations for the states 0' and N' 
mentioned above, the following equations hold true 

9b = 9i,mj , (43a) 



9N = 9i,mj+l . (43b) 

Obviously it is possible to find an uncascaded system 
according to fig. 5 which has the same unnormalized 
state probabilities 9i,%p 90 and 9N as the considered 
cascaded system according to fig. 6, if the transition 
probabilities ai,mj and bi,mj+1 are chosen in a suitable 
way. Therefore the cascaded system according to fig. 
5 can now be substituted by an equivalent uncascaded 
system according to fig. 4. For this substitute system, 
the following relations hold true according to equation 
(14) 

9i,mj = Ai,m;9i,1 + Bj,m;H j , (44a) 

9i,m;+1 = Ai,m;+19i,1 + B i,m;+1 Hi . (44b) 

Inserting equations (43a,b) and (44a) in equation (41) 
yields 

9i,m;+1 = E'Ai,m;9i,1 + (E'Bj,m; + F')Hi. (45) 

A comparision of equations (44b) and (45) shows that 

Ai,m;+1 = E'Aj,m; , (46a) 

Bi,m;+1 = E'Bi,mj + F' . (46b) 

By comparing these equations with the recursion for
mulae(17a,b) and regarding equation (9), the following 
formulae for the transition probability densities ai,m; 

and bi ,m;+1 of the substitute system are obtained 

Ci,m; = E', 

E' 
ai,m; = F' . 

(47a) 

(47b) 

(47c) 

The remaining values ai,%j and bi,%j of the substitute 
system are identical to those of the considered cascaded 
system. I.e., all values ai,%j and bi,xj of the substitue 
system are known. Therefore, the unnormalized state 
probabilities 9i,%; and 9N of the substitute system can 
now be calculated. As these values are identical to 
those of the considered cascaded system, the unnormal
ized state probabilities 9i,x; and 9N of the cascaded sys
tem, including the values 9i,m; = 9b and 9i,m;+1 = 9N 
are also known. 

The calculation of the values 9j,x; (j = 1 ... J, x j = 
1 ... nj) is now very easy. First the values 9,,1 and 1I~ 
are obtained with the aid of equations (39) and (10) 
respectively. Then the values gj,x; (j = 1 ... J, x j = 
2 •.• nj) can be calculated directly according to equa
tion (32). 

Now all unnormalized state probabilities of the cas
caded system are known. The corresponding actual 
state probabilities can be calculated with the aid of 
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the normalizing condi tion (31), which (after inserting 
equations (4b,d) and (25b,d,e) and rearrangement of 
terms) leads to the value Po, 

1 
(48) Po = -----------n-;--------~n~;-----

1 + 9N + ~ ~ 9i,x; + ~ ~ 9j x . 
i %;=1 j x;=1 'J 

With this value Po the state probabilities Pi,x; (i = 
1 ... 1, Xi = 1 ... ni), PN and Pj,x; (j = 1 .. . J, Xj = 
1 ... nj) are obtained from equations (2b), (2d) and 
(25b), respectively. Now all state probabilities of the 
considered cascaded system according to fig. 6 are 
known. 

3.3 Irred ucibility considerations 

3.3.1 Uncascaded systems 

If all transaition probability densities ai,xp bi,x; (and 
ai,x;, bi,x ' in cascaded systems) are different from zero, 
then all formulae derived in sections 3.1 and 3.2 are 
valid. 

If several of these values are vanishing, this may lead 
to the reducibility of a system. For the present pa
per, only irreducible systems are of interest. Therefore 
irreducibility conditions are discussed subsequently. 

First, the case be considered that two values ai,x;, bi,xj 
in a chain i of an uncascaded system according to fig. 
5 are equal to zero. It can easily be seen that such a 
system either degenerates to a simpler system (if xi = 
Xi + 1, Le., a pair of transitions is not existing), which 
can be calculated according to the same methods (as 
described in section 4), or the system is reducible (if 
xi :F Xi + 1). Both cases are not of interest. Therefore, 
in the sequel only such systems are considered, where in 
each chain either all values ai,xj or all values bi,x; (and, 
correspondingly, either all values ai,x; or all values bi,x; 
in each chain of an internal system in case of cascaded 
systems) are different from zero. 

As transitions from the state 0 to the state N (via a 
chain) and vice versa must be possible, it is necessary 
that at least one chain exists where all values aj,x; :F 0 
and at least one chain where all values bi- ,X;_ :F O. 
(These two chains may be identical (Le., i = i*), which 
is, however not of interest.) 

3.3.2 Cascaded systems 

In cascaded systems, the irredusibility conditions 
stated in section 3.3.1 obviously hold true for the exter
nal system. For the internal system, the following irre
ducibility conditions can easily be found analogously. 

If in the chain of the external system, to which the 
internal system is belonging, not all values bi,x; are 
different from zero, or if this chain is the only one of 
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the external system where all values ai,Xi are different 
from zero, then in the internal system there must be at 
least one chain where all values ai,xj are different from 
zero. 

Analogously, if in the chain of the external system, to 
which the internal system is belonging, not all values 
ai,Xi are different from zero, or if this chain is the only 
one of the external system where all values bLxi are 
different from ·zero, then in the internal system there 
must be at least one chain where all values bi,xj are 
different from zero. 

S.S.S Calculation method for special cases 

Systems where all values bi,Xi and, if existing, all values 
bi,xj are different from zero can be calculated directly 
according to the methods described in section 3.1 and 
3.2. 

If a system contains a chain with at least one value 
bi,Xi = 0 or bi.xj = 0, the corresponding values Ai,Xi 
and Bi,Xi (or ALxi and BLxi) can not be calculated ac
cording to the formulae of sections 3.1 and 3.2. There
fore in section 3.4 a method (denoted as complemen
tary calculation) is presented which enables the cal
culation of the values in chains where one or several 
values bi,Xi (or bi,xj) may vanish. With the aid of this 
complementary calculation the method described can 
be applied to arbitrary irreducible systems (ordinary 
or cascadeded. 

3.4 Complementary calculation 

In this section a method is presented for the calculation 
of the values Ai,Xi and Bi,Xi in chains where one or 
several values bi,Xi are vanishing (where, however, all 
values ai,Xi =F 0). The formulae derived subsequently 
are also valid for internal systems analogously. The 
method is similar to the method described in section 
3.1. However, the starting point is the state N instead 
of the state O. 

It is convinient to consider generalized state equa
tions for subspaces comprising states i, Xi + 1, 
i, Xi + 2, ... , i, ni which can be written in the form 

(49) 

* 1 H* 90 = Ci,l9i,l + - i 
ai,O 

(50) 

where 

(51) 

and 

Ht = ai,ni9i,ni - bi ,N9N . (52) 

Now two sets of values At,xi and Bi,Xi (Xi = 1 ... ni- 1) 
are defined such that the equations 

9i,Xi = Ai,xi9i,ni + Bi,Xi lIt 
Xi = ni -1, ni -2, ... 2,1, (53) 

90 = At,09i,ni + ni,oIlt (54) 

are fulfilled, where 

Ai,ni = 1 , 

Bt,ni = 0 . 

(55a) 

(55b) 

In analogy to section 3.1, the following recursion for
mulae for the values At,xi and Bi,Xi are obtained 

Ai,Xi = ci,xi+1 At,xi+1 , 

B* * B* 1 i X · = ci x ·+l i x ·+l + -- , 
t • f I , I ai,Xi 

as well as the explicit formulae 

ni 

At,o = IT ci,u , 
u=l 

ni-1 1 v 

Bi 0 = L - IT ct u • 
, v=o ai,v u=l ' 

(56a) 

(56b) 

(57a) 

(57b) 

With the equations (55a,h) and (56a,h) or (57a,b) the 
values 90 and 9i,Xi can be expressed as functions of the 
values 9N and 9i.ni' If the corresponding equations are 
solved for the values 9N and 9i,ni' a comparision of the 
obtained equations with equations (11) and (12) leads 
to formulae for the values Ai,ni' Bi,ni' Ai,N and Bi,N 

where 

all = (Ai,1 + Bi,l ai.n;) 

a12 = Bi,l bi,N 
021 = [bi,I(Ai,1 + Bi,l ai,nJ 

- ai,o(At,o + Bi,oai,ni)] 
022 = bi,N(ai,oBi,o - bi,lBi,d 

and, furthermore, to the final formulae 

(59a) 

(59b) 

(59c) 
(59d) 



The values Ai,I and Bi,I are known according to equa
tions (15a,b). Now all values Ai,xi and Bi,xi as well as 
Ai,N and Bi,N are known. 

3.5 Systems with multiple cascading 

3.5.1 Several internal systems in one chain 

If in a chain of an external system there are several 
internal systems in series (between the states i, mi and 
i, mi+ 1, between i, m~ and i, m~+ 1, between i, m~' and 
i, m~' + 1, etc.', where mi < m~ < m~/etc.) as indicated 
in fig. 7, the calculation is also easily possible. 

Fig. 7: Several internal systems in one chain 

First a substitute system is calculated according to the 
method of section 3.2, starting with the values ai,mi 
and bi ,mi+1 to be determined; this is possible, as in the 
calculation no states i, Xi with Xi > mi+ 1 are occuring. 
The values ai,m', ' and bi,m',+b ai,m~' and bi,m"+I etc. 
are determined 'successivel'y in the'same way: Then, 
the unnormalized state probabilities for the external 
system are calculated according to section 3.1. After 
determining the unnormalized state probabilities for 
all internal systems according to section 3.2, the actual 
state probabilities of the total system are obtained with 
the aid of the normalizing condition, which in this case 
of course must comprise the probabilities of all states 
of the system. 

Fig. 8: Cascading in several chains 
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3.5.2 Cascading in several chains 

Systems where several chains of the external system are 
cascaded as indicated in fig. 8 can also be calculated 
according to the methods described above. 

3.5.3 Multilevel cascading 

The method described can also be extended to cases 
with more than 2 levels of cascading. A system with 
3 levels is shown in fig. 9 as an example for multilevel 
cascading. 

Fig. 9: Multilevel cascading 

In this case, the calculation starts at the lowest (Le., 
innermost) level in such a way, that substitute systems 
are obtained for all systems the of next higher level. In 
this way, the number of levels is reduced by one. This 
method is used repeatedly, decreasing the number of 
levels step by step, until finally one uncascaded sub
stitute system is left, which corresponds to the highest 
(Le., external) level. 

For this substitute system of the highest level, the un
normalized state probabilities are now calculated ac
cording to section 3.1. Then the unnormalized state 
probabilities are calculated for all other levels (second, 
third level etc.) successively. Finally, the actual state 
probabilities of the total system are calculated with the 
aid of the normalizing condition, which comprises the 
probabilities of all states of the total system. In this 
way, the exact calculation of fairly general multi-cyclic 
processes is possible with the aid of explicit formulae. 

4. Composed Systems 

Generic explicit formulae for processes with particular 
structures of their state diagrams (with arbitrary tran
sition probability densities) are available for very few 
cases only: 

for linear or tree shaped state diagrams ac
cording to the well-known formulae for one-
dimensional birth and death processes 
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Fig. 10: Composed system 

for cyclic processes with cirle shaped state dia
grams [3] 

for multi-cyclic processes as investigated in sec
tion 3 of this paper 

According to the method derived in section 2, an 
explicit calculation is also possible in case of sys
tems where the state diagram consists of subsystems 
(lines, trees, circles and multi-cyclic parts) as men
tioned above. 

An examples is shown fig. 10. Multi-cyclic prosseses 
can, e.g., occur in multi service overload protection sys
tems with several hysteresis functions as indicated in 
figs. 11a, b. 

a) • tI 
• tI 
• 

/11 • • 11 11 

ii/· 
• 11 
• 11 

/~ • • 
11 11 • • tI tI 

ii/· 
• tI 
• 11 
• 

b) 
• tI 
• 11 
• 

/11 • • 11 11 
• • 11 11 
• • 

/1111 • • • 
11 11/ • • 11 11 • • 
11 11 
0/· 
• 11 • 11 
• 11 
• 

Fig. 11: Systems with several hysteresis functions 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, an exact decomposition method is pre
sented for processes with state diagrams where sub
spaces are connected by one state only. 

Furthermore, generic explicit formulae for the exact 
calculation of multi-cyclic processes are derived. The 
methods described are also covering cascaded systems. 

With the aid of the decomposition method presented, 
the class of systems which can be calculated explicitly 
is extended to composed systems. 
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